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#Epstein’s case remained stubbornly unresolved. For
years, women have accused Epstein, in civil suits &
complaints of preying on them when they were underage.
Still, for more than a decade he escaped federal charges
bc of his secret plea deal.

Jeffrey Epstein Is Accused of Luring Girls to His Manhattan Mansion a…
The billionaire financier is charged with running a sex-trafficking operation that
brought dozens of girls as young as 14 to his opulent Upper East Side home.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/07/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-sex-trafficking.html

That will end on Monday, two law enforcement officials said

Note: pay attention to the #Epstein hashtag. There’s a misspelled version

Epstein’s deal also shielded any co-conspirators who may have helped to arrange his

sexual rendezvous and stayed in contact with his victims.  

 

This is highly unusual.

In all, investigators found Epstein’s abuse dating back to 2001, with victims as young

as 13.  

 

A subsequent investigation by the Herald identified more than 60 victims 

 

And witnesses have testified in later civil cases that the number may have reached

into the 100s.

Every outlet keeps bringing up Trump’s quote as his “connection” to Epstein. While

this is an accurate quote, Trump’s connections to the #sexTrafficking pedophile run

deeper.
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Last line: 
“I was raped by Donald Trump and Jeffrey Epstein when I was 
13 years old, in New York City.“ 
- “Katie Johnson”#EpsteinTrump #Epstein #PerversionofJustice 
twitter.com/LuluLemew/stat…
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Replying to @LuluLemew
Letter to Cyrus Vance, Jr., NY DA 
From Katie Johnson 
May 24, 2016 

Requesting an investigation into Trump. 
Citing death threats 
One attorney passed confidential information to Trump 

#TrumpEpstein

102 12:54 PM - Dec 3, 2018

118 people are talking about this

In 2016, “Katie” wrote to Cyrus Vance, begging him to investigate Trump, alleging

both he & Epstein raped her when she was 13. She cited death threats 

 

“Mr Vance I do not want to die...” 

 

She filed a subsequent lawsuit against Trump which she mysteriously dropped on

Nov 4, 2016.
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• • •

Another #TrumpEpstein connex is Virginia Roberts. She was recruited by Epstein‘s

longtime co-conspirator, Ghislaine Maxwell from Trump’s Mar-a-lago after which she

spent the next 4y being loaned out for sex to powerful men so Epstein could gather

blackmail material. 

 

She was 15.

Maxwell invited Roberts, now Giuffre, to make good money by learning massage

therapy, according to a now-settled lawsuit Giuffre filed.

They flew on each other’s planes: #TrumpEpstein
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